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Today’s Goals

4 - I can apply my knowledge of goals and targets to build my own 

comprehensive unit.

3 - I can explain how to organize standards from multiple content areas to create 

a rigorous unit.

2 - I can understand how to engage students with themes.

2 - I can understand how to scaffold standards based on taxonomy.

2 - I can understand how to group standards based on connections among 

content areas.

1 - I can do some of this with help.



Previewing Rigorous Units

Write down everything you know about rigorous 
units and why you think they are important.



Rigorous Units

● Guides instruction
○ Supports your lesson planning, does not 

replace it
● Digestible chunks
● Students know what to do in order to be 

successful
○ Students become more invested in their 

own growth 
○ Students can track their own progress



Our first target:

4 - I can apply my knowledge of goals and targets to build my own 

comprehensive unit.

3 - I can explain how to organize standards from multiple content areas to create 

a rigorous unit.

2 - I can understand how to engage students with themes.

2 - I can understand how to scaffold standards based on taxonomy.

2 - I can understand how to group standards based on connections among 

content areas.

1 - I can do some of this with help.



Organizing Your Standards: Units

● Identify the standards that need 
to be taught within a certain 
window of time.

● One strategy is to write (or print 
out) all of the standards and put 
them on note cards.  

This is an example of one unit.



Organizing Standards: Units

● Split your standards 
into two or three 
units.



Organizing Standards: Scales

● Scales show a progression of learning.
● Look for more specific connections within the unit that 

tie the standards together.
○ These connections can be used to build a scale with 

more than one standard on it.



Organizing Standards
● Look for commonalities among the standards

○ Similar text types
○ Similar concepts



Watch!

Integrating writing and reading standards.



Organizing Standards

Now let’s try it out!

How would you group the given standards?



Group Practice #1

1. Read all 10 cards aloud.
2. Try to find commonalities among some of the cards.
3. Group the cards into two (or more) scales based on 

those commonalities.



Our second target:

4 - I can apply my knowledge of goals and targets to build my own 

comprehensive unit.

3 - I can explain how to organize standards from multiple content areas to create 

a rigorous unit.

2 - I can understand how to engage students with themes.

2 - I can understand how to scaffold standards based on taxonomy.

2 - I can understand how to group standards based on connections among 

content areas.

1 - I can do some of this with help.



Building a Scale

Shows a progression of learning

Created using  a 1 to 4 scale.

The one is always “1 - I can do some of this with help”

The two(s) are our building blocks, or targets, that lead to our learning goal(s).

The three(s) are our learning goals.

The four is our extension of our level three goal.



Organizing Standards: Taxonomy

● Organize based on taxonomy
○ use Marzano or Bloom’s 

taxonomy

● Standards written at higher 
levels should become your goals

● Connected standards written at 
lower levels should be your 
targets



Organizing Standards: Taxonomy

● Sometimes standards will have 
multiples verbs, representing 
multiple taxonomy levels.

● Break those standards apart and 
arrange by taxonomy level.



Organizing Standards: Taxonomy

Summarize or Paraphrase 
information in notes and finished 
work (comprehension)

Gather relevant information from print 
and digital sources (execute)

Provide a list of sources (recall)

Recall relevant information from 
experiences (recall)



Watch!

Organizing literacy and social standards into a scale based on taxonomy.



Organizing Standards: Taxonomy

Go back to your scale.  

Rearrange one group of cards based on the level of cognitive 
complexity the standards require.



1. Choose one of your scales from the first activity.
2. Read all the cards in the chosen scale aloud again, 

paying special attention to the verbs.
3. Determine the taxonomy level of each standard.
4. Rearrange the standards to form a scale based on 

taxonomy levels.
5. Write your scale on the chart paper.

Group Practice #2



Gallery Walk

What do you notice about the taxonomy levels in the scales?

What stands out to you?



Our third target:

4 - I can apply my knowledge of goals and targets to build my own 

comprehensive unit.

3 - I can explain how to organize standards from multiple content areas to create 

a rigorous unit.

2 - I can understand how to engage students with themes.

2 - I can understand how to scaffold standards based on taxonomy.

2 - I can understand how to group standards based on connections among 

content areas.

1 - I can do some of this with help.



Student Engagement

● Constant References to the Goals
● Individual Student Trackers
● Heterogeneous Group Accountability and Visual Tracking
● Peer Coaching
● Themes



Example 1:

● Our first attempt. 
 
● Not cross-curricular.

● High student 
engagement.



Example 2:

● Cross curricular unit 
with theme based on 
Social Studies 
content.

● Students struggled to 
connect with theme 
and concepts.



Example 3:

● Highly engaging.

● Students easily connected to 
video game theme.

● Still developing most 
effective strategy for 
immediate feedback.



Turn and Talk

What are some ways you can ensure your 
students are invested in their learning?  What 

themes might help engage them in the process?



Wrap Up

4 - I can apply my knowledge of goals and targets to build my own comprehensive 

unit.

3 - I can explain how to organize standards from multiple content areas to create a 

rigorous unit.

2 - I can understand how to engage students with themes.

2 - I can understand how to scaffold standards based on taxonomy.

2 - I can understand how to group standards based on connections among content 

areas.

1 - I can do some of this with help.



Questions?

Feel free to contact us!

April Hoffman - april.hoffman@kckps.org

Mike Jordan - james.jordan@kckps.org

Brandy Treaster - brandy.treaster@kckps.org

*Please fill out the survey before you leave: http://goo.gl/forms/aXhFByqkUf
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